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480K-Pixel Hyper-D CCD

Accordingly, this CCD is suitable for such applications as security cameras and cameras for vehicles, which typically involve high contrast between the scene's ... 
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Type-1/4 410K/480K-Pixel Hyper-D CCD ■ Overview The Hyper-D CCD is a CCD area image sensor featuring an ultrawide dynamic range that far surpasses anything achieved by competition. It has 1/4-type 410k pixels (for NTSC) /480k pixels (for PAL). The CCD can read the following two types of signals at the same time and advance them to the signal output stage:normal image signals shot at normal shutter speed and high-brightness image signals shot at high shutter speed. By synthesizing the two signals in an external circuit,an ultra-wide dynamic range of twenty times wider than that of the conventional CCD can be obtained. With this ultra-wide dynamic range, the CCD can provide sharp image signals for both bright and dark areas. Accordingly, this CCD is suitable for such applications as security cameras and cameras for vehicles, which typically involve high contrast between the scene’s bright and dark regions



■ Feature ● Industry -Leading ultra-wide dynamic range A clear image can be obtained even when there is a high contrast between bright and dark regions. ● This high-speed horizontal CCD can operate at the same voltage (5V) but at twice the speed of conventional models.



■ Applications Security camera Camcorder FA・OA camera



■ Specifications and Characteristics Product name Optical format Total pixel number Effective pixel number Pixel size Sensitivity Saturasion output voltage Dynamic range



　　　　 MN39341FT (NTSC)



　　　　 MN39441FT (PAL) Type-1/4 816(H) × 495(V) = 403,920 　798(H) × 585(V) = 466,830 771(H) × 492(V) = 379,332 　753(H) × 582(V) = 438,246 　4.75 μm(H)×5.55μm(V) 　4.85 μm(H)×4.65μm(V) 200 mV　(typ) 　 　180 mV　(typ) 　　　 500 mV　(typ) 　430 mV　(typ) 20 times the conventional CCD (64 times wider than at standard light expsure)



The products and specification are subject to change without any notice. Please ask for the latest Product Standards to guarantee the satisfaction of your product requirements.



1.Kotari Yakemachi, Nagaokakyo, Kyoto, 617-8520 Japan M00408AE



Tel. (075)951-8151



http://www.mec.panasonic.co.jp New publication, effective from May.8.2000
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ccd 0001709 
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CCE CCD 

transparent 15 mm transparent polycarbonate, which gives a fantastic panoramic view and very nice design. These doors are standard delivered with a stainless.
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ccd 0002653 
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CCD CAMERA 

acquisition speeds up greatly and gives you greater sensitivity to see faint out-of- ... Camera Settings â€“ Allows you to set the fan speed to high, medium or low for.
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ccd 0001588 
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ccd 0001584 
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ccd 0001588 
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CCE CCD 

Crystal-Clear pendeldeuren types CCE-CCD zijn uitgevoerd met deurbladen ... Crystal Clear-PendeltÃ¼ren Typs CCE-CCD sind ausgefÃ¼hrt mit TÃ¼rblÃ¤tter in.
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ccd 0001459 
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CCD Linear 

cm2, which is based on the energy in the associated wavelength band, may be more appropriate ..... When, for instance, A4 size paper (whose short side length.
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ccd 0002113 
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CCD TECHNOLOGY 

the receiving element (PSD or CCD) and coupled with linearization and additional signal ... There is no other information that the PSD element can provide.
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ccd 0001447 
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ccd 0001420 
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CCD TECHNOLOGY 

The light is reflected off the target and focused via an optical lens system onto a light sensitive device built into the sensor head, called a receiving element.
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ccd 0001593 
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ccd 0001435 
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ccd 0002235 
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ccd 0001607 
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ccd camera 

DÃ‰FINITION DE LA VALEUR DE CONSIGNE DE LA TEMPÃ‰RATURE. PG 16- .... maintenir la con signe de tempÃ©rature lors de l'imagerie. 10. ..... de dos formas:.
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CCD Imaging Software 

time, the installer will inform you that your free upgrades have expired. ..... If the image does not fit within the screen area, click the Zoom Out button on the ...... therefore suppresses â€œimpulsiveâ€� noise, such as hot pixels and cosmic ray hi
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CCD Imaging Software 

Use a previous version of the Product if you have received a replacement disk ...... to below 1.0 and adjust until you are happy with the effect in the Preview Image. ...... Often images can be noisy â€“ no matter how good the camera is, it always ad
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KAF-0400 Series CCD nomenclature 

Sep 24, 1999 - The following is a list of the current part numbers for the KAF-0400 series .... Please Fax or Email the following information: â€¢ Name. â€¢ Address.
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handbook of ccd astronomy .fr 

Jan 3, 2000 - it an electron generated by thermal motions within the CCD itself). We have to be ... ative collecting power of the device as a function of wavelength. QE curves shown in ... If you ever have a chance to hold a CCD, you will easily see 
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